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Because that is what you feel when you are in Geneva or
merely thinking of Geneva. If you look at it on the map
you see that it is a little bit of dead wood, a peninsula
jutting out into the last waters of Sino-Latin civilization.
The light and warmth that came from China along the
Great Trade Route threw their beams just so far and no
farther; then the Nordic draughts seeped down.
It is too far from the sea. ... An invincible horror has
always filled me at the thought that I might be forced to
live permanently in Switzerland and I have never until
this moment been in Switzerland without finding myself
steeped in almost insupportable misery. . . . And longing
for the shores of the sea.
That is because, years ago—so long ago that I ought not
to remember it instead of remembering it with read shudder-
ing—I was seized upon by one German nerve-specialist
after another and sent further and further towards Central
Europe in one hydropathic establishment after another;
at first on the Lower Rhine, then on the middle Rhine,
then above SchafFhausen where the Rhine is like green
slag-glass; and finally to a place called Mammern on the
shores of Lake Constance. I all but died before I again saw
the sea.
§
And seated, looking over this wind-tortured grey lake,
that was never till to-day the centre for anything but the
condensed milk and cuckoo-clock trade—and of course
Calvinism—and that because of a yellow-stuccoed, de-
throned hotel de majestic et de chicago just behind
my back is now the cynosure of a quite excited Universe
* . . seated here in the wet, steel grey wind, I am visited
by one of those fits of absence that, as I have said, may
visit me in Manhattan as in London. . . .
I am looking, I imagine, due North. My sight must be
going through the back of my head. ... A great greyish
swathe of visibility passes through the cheap Palace of the
League; through the white, new railway station that looks

